The local frequency dependent mobility of one-dimensional interacting fermionic atoms in the harmonic trap is calculated using a phase operator formalism. A new resonance at the frequency of collective density excitations below Kohn's mode is found. The extension to the case of two interacting components is also given.
Introduction
A gas of interacting fermions in one spatial dimension can sometimes be described by a bosonic phase operator obeying a simple equation of motion derived from a Hamiltonian bilinear in the field operator. The best known Email address: wolfgang.wonneberger@uni-ulm.de (W. Wonneberger).
example is the Luttinger liquid [1, 2, 3, 4] for a one-component Fermi gas: A linear dispersion of free particle states allows bosonization based on Kronig's identity [5, 6] . One-dimensional systems are interesting because even weak interactions transform the quasi-particles of Fermi liquid theory into collective excitations of density wave type and correlation functions are characterized by non-universal power laws determined by one basic coupling constant K (in case of one component, i.e., spin-polarized fermions). Similar techniques can also applied directly to interacting Bose gases as has been done recently with ultracold quantum gases [8, 9, 10] based on pioneering work by Haldane [7] and reviewed in [12] . Applications to mixtures of one-dimensional bosons and fermions were given in [11] . Luttinger methods (for reviews cf [24,25,27,26]) were extended to include a trapping potential [13, 14] by means of the local density approximation. In [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] attempts were made to include exactly -as in the Calgero Sutherland model [20, 21] -a harmonic trapping potential into the Luttinger approach utilizing the linear dispersion of free oscillator states, a concept recently adopted to quantum dissipation [22] . The penalty in the case of interacting quantum gases are truncated interactions to render the model exactly solvable. The phase formulation of this "Tomonaga-Luttinger model with harmonic confinement" (TLHC) is given in [19] . Here, we give an application of the TLHC by calculating the frequency dependent mobility from the phase-phase correlation function using standard linear response theory in the time domain. The calculation for the case of two components method is most easily accomplished using the equation of motion method.
Local linear mobility
A longitudinal acceleration alternating in time is assumed to affect homogeneously all the fermions inside the trap. This can be accomplished, e.g., by periodically tilting the trap in the gravitation field. If m A is the atomic mass, g the gravitation constant, and θ the angle of the line formed by the onedimensional fermions with the horizontal direction (henceforth the z-direction) the force exerted on each fermion is f (t) = m A g sin θ(t). The linear local mobility µ(z, ω) relates the expectation value of the local particle current density operatorĵ p (z) to the force by
We will construct the external phase Hamiltonian in a form suitable to apply linear response theory. The usual Hamiltonian for a time-dependent, spatially homogeneous external force f (t) affecting N fermions on the z-axis iŝ
In second quantized form it becomeŝ
In order to cast this expression into the phase form, it is necessary to compile some basic results of the phase theory for the TLHC [19] .
For simplicity, a one-component gas of spin polarized fermions is assumed first.
In such systems, the residual p-wave interaction is usually small. However, it can be considerably enhanced near a Feshbach resonance [23] .
The phase operator used to bosonize fermionic destruction and creation operators in Schönhammers formulation [6] iŝ
Here, the operatorsd andd + destroy and create collective bosonic excitations [4] . In [18] , we found that the physical phase operator determining the particle density is, however:
while the phase operator, which determines the dynamics is [19] 
The backscattering shift b(u) and the zero modeNu drop out in subsequent calculations. The momentum density operator associated withΦ(u) iŝ
Both operators form the commutator
Finally, the phase Hamiltonian with basic coupling constant K and renormalized energy ǫ (cf [19] and Eq. (19) below) of collective excitations is given by the quartic form
Equation (8) corresponds to the usual phase Hamiltonian of the Luttinger model (cf, e.g., [27] ). Note, however, the different commutator Eq. (7) and the boundary conditions on the operators, which require the operators to vanish for u = −π and u = 0. The total particle density operator contains a part δρ slow which varies slowly in space. In an appropriate WKB expansion, it is given by [18] 
Again this has an analogous expression in the theory of Luttinger liquids and its bosonic equivalent [7, 12] , however, in the present case, there is a non-linear relation between the arguments of the phase operators and the actual spatial position z according to
where expressed in terms ofΦ together with the commutator Eq. (7) and the continuity equation
give a central result for the present treatment: The slow current density is given in terms of the phase operatorΦ bŷ
We make the identificationĵ p ≡ĵ slow and replacê
in Eq. (2) . A partial integration in this equation and using z = L F cos(u 0 ) with |z| ≤ L F then leads to the external phase Hamiltonian
whereΦ in place ofφ odd according to Eq. (5) is used. Equation (13) is ready to be used in standard linear response theory. f plays the role of the classical field which couples to the system operatorv. This leads immediately to
where ... is an equilibrium average. Note that the dimension of µ is time/length/mass corresponding to a particle current density in spatial dimension D = 1 per force. Finally, we rewrite Eq. (14) by introducing the function g(ω, t) ≡ (exp(iωt) − 1)/(iω) and by performing the partial integration
Assuming tacitly a small positive imaginary part in ω, we arrive at the constitutive equation for the linear local mobility in the trap
Real time calculation
There exist several methods to calculate the mobility. One is to go over to Kubo's formulation of the response function. This then requires the calculation of the phase-phase equilibrium correlation function which can be done in the imaginary time domain as, e.g., in [28] . Another method uses the equation of motion for the phase expectation value in real time which we will employ later in the two-component case. Simple and instructive is, however, to directly evaluate the commutator in Eq. (15) because it turns out to be a c-number.
Returning to phase operators by means ofĵ p = −∂ tΦ /π in Eq. (15), leads to
It is evident that the task to calculate a fermionic two-particle correlation function for the harmonic trap is reduced to the calculation of phase-phase correlations. The phase operatorΦ can be represented in terms of diagonalizing canonical Boson operators [19] aŝ
The non-interacting case has K = 1 while repulsive interactions lead to 0 < K < 1 and attractive interactions to K > 1. Setting µ = ±1, u µ = u 0 (z) + µu ′ and using [f m ,f + n ] = δ m,n brings the phase-phase commutator into the form
This is a finite c-number function. Regularization is not required and an absolute magnitude calculation in the sense of [29] is possible. After Fourier transformation (remember a positive infinitesimal δ = ℑω in the frequency)
we get
The summations and the integration can be done. Abbreviating a ≡hω/ǫ and using sin(u 0 (z))
gives the result for the local mobility in the trap
The mobility contains the form factor Z(z) of the trap. Interactions enter via the coupling constant K. The mobility shows a resonance at the renormalized excitation frequency ǫ/h: For ℑω = δ → 0 and ω = ǫ/h + ∆ω one finds
The resonance can be used to measure the excitation energy
and hence the coupling constant K (note that ω ℓ is the trap frequency).
Equation (18) is related to the frequency and wave number dependent mobility of the Luttinger model (cf, e.g., [27] )
Our result goes over into Eq. (20) by the substitutions 
Two components
In the case of two components, one can discriminate between local particle density operator
and local composition density operator (in contrast to [13] , where the Luttinger notion of charge-spin separation is used, we prefer to speak of particle and composition separation) The "spin"-index σ = ±1 distinguishes the two components (cf [6] ). There are now two phase operators corresponding to the odd phase operator Eq. (4):
Again, a WKB expansion [18] provides a phase representation of the slow particle and composition density fluctuation operators according to
when the same number N (N σ =N) of particles in both components is assumed. Similar to the Luttinger model a separation into particle and composition degrees of freedom requires an additional canonical transformation to new bosonic operatorŝ
where the index ν discriminates between particle (ν = 1) and composition (ν = −1) channels. The decomposition into particle and composition channels leads to the new phase operatorŝ
with effective particle number operatorsN ν = √ 2 δ ν,1N and backscattering functions b ν (u) = δ ν,1 b(u). These quantities turn out to be irrelevant in the present context. One thus obtains the desired decoupled phase representations
for the slow density fluctuation operators. The phase Hamiltonian iŝ
with new coupling constants K ν and renormalized excitation energies ǫ ν given in [19] . Backscattering between different components provides a coupling af-fecting only the composition part: It is similar in structure to that of the Luttinger model and given bŷ
The slow current densities remain unaffected by Eq. (24) and are
It is conceivable that the external forces act differently on the two components,
i.e.,Ĥ
This then suggests the decomposition
∆f is a kind of staggered field affecting the two components in opposite ways.
Clearly,f couples to the slow particle fluctuations:
leading tô
while ∆f couples to the slow composition fluctuations givinĝ
Mobilities
We use the equation of motion method to calculate the phase response to the external forces. The equation of motion for ϕ(u, t) ≡ Φ 1 (u) t , where the averaging is done with the non-equilibrium state generated by the external force, is easily obtained from a trivial extension of the commutator Eq. (7) utilizing the Hamilton operator Eq. 
After a Fourier transformation with respect to time, this linear equation has the particular solution
ω sin(u).
Using this in
shows that current and force are linearly related, i.e., the response is intrinsically linear in the present model and in the particle channel. The mobility is given by
Note that backscattering between different components described by Eq. (24) does not affect the transport in the particle channel. The situation is very different for the composition channel: The equation of motion for ϕ(u, t) ≡
This is an extremely complicated equation for non-linear quantum transport.
In contrast to the Luttinger model with periodic boundary conditions, Eq. (32) must be solved in the interval u ∈ (−π, 0) and under the special boundary conditions mentioned in connection with Eq. (8) . If, however, the external forces act in the same way on both components there will be no response in the composition channel.
